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Social interaction is an extremely complex yet vital component in daily life.
We present a bottom-up approach for the emergence of social behaviours
from the interaction of the curiosity drive, i.e. the intrinsic motivation to
learn as much as possible, and the embedding environment of an agent.
Implementing artificial curiosity algorithms in robots that explore humanlike environments results in the emergence of a hierarchical structure of
learning and behaviour. This structure resembles the sequential emergence
of behavioural patterns in human babies, culminating in social behaviours,
such as face detection, tracking and attention-grabbing facial expressions.
These results suggest that an embodied curiosity drive may be the progenitor
of many social behaviours if satiated by a social environment.
This article is part of the theme issue ‘From social brains to social robots:
applying neurocognitive insights to human –robot interaction’.

1. Introduction
Social interaction is the basis of human society. It governs relationships, our place
within a community and supplies information about what happens in an environment. Human children present social behaviours very early in life, as they start to
perform gaze following, joint attention and produce facial expressions that are
meant to provoke caregiver reactions.
Many research fields have studied different forms of social behaviours, their
emergence through life and their role in normal and abnormal development.
Several synergistic research tools have been used for this purpose including
the following: pure observation of the behaviours of human babies at different
ages has supplied numerous insights into the sequence of emerging behaviours
and deviations from them [1]; methodological construction and evaluations of
mental models and their development have been developed over the years,
which has also supplied profound understanding of development and interactions [2]; research into the underlying mechanisms behind these behaviours
[3]; recent advances in brain imaging and measurements have supplied an
unprecedented view into the workings of the brain during various activities [4].
A recent field that has entered the foray approaches the subject from a unique
perspective. The field of developmental robotics combines the insights from
developmental psychology, neuroscience and computer science and implements
them in robots, with the goal of creating robots that mimic infant development
[5,6]. A sub-field of developmental robotics is called artificial curiosity, wherein
a computational model of the curiosity drive has been developed [7–10]. Artificially curious robots attempt to maximize learning of themselves and their
environment by selecting actions that give them the largest amount of information. Thus, they are ‘driven’ by learning, i.e. they have intrinsic motivation
to learn as much as possible. These curious robots usually employ some form
of reinforcement learning, wherein their (intrinsic) rewards are proportional to
their learning progress [8].
In this contribution, a bottom-up constructivist approach is explored by considering a curious embodied agent, whose sole goal is to learn as much as it can about
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Figure 1. Left: Curiosity Loop. The agent has a Learner, which learns state – action correlations. The intrinsic rewards are proportional to the Learner’s learning
progress. The Policy learns state-to-action mapping that maximizes future accumulated intrinsic rewards. Right: An embodied curious robot in non-social environments [12]. (a,b) A sequence of input images from the robot cameras. (c) Emergent motion detection Learner. (d ) Emergent self-recognition Learner. (e) Robot.
itself and its environment [10–13]. We claim that there is a direct
developmental path from the curiosity-based learning of pure
low-level sensorimotor correlations to the emergence of social
behaviours, contingent on the embedding social environment.
In other words, a purely curious robot, i.e. an embodied agent
implementing only an artificial curiosity algorithm, whose
environment includes social agents, will inevitably learn and
employ social behaviours.
Preliminary evidence is presented that demonstrates
this path, based on the integration of prior studies with curious
agents. The same curiosity algorithm results are shown in
different developmental paths, based on the embodiment
and environment as follows: in a non-social environment, the
curious robot develops self-recognition and exhibits reaching
movements towards moving objects [10–12], whereas a
social environment results in the emergence of face detection
and tracking [13], as well as generation of attention-grabbing
facial expressions [14].

2. Embodied curiosity
The term ‘embodied curiosity’ refers to the application of
curiosity-based computational models within an embodied,
physical agent. It hints to the fact that there is a very tight
interaction between the computational model and the body,
i.e. sensors, motors and their physical arrangement, as well
as the embedding interaction. One interaction cannot be analysed without the other, since emerging behaviours are
dependent on both. In this section, these two concepts are
briefly described and reviewed.

(a) Artificial curiosity
Artificial curiosity refers to the computational models wherein
the goal of the agent is learning, such that it selects its action to
maximize learning. The models are inspired by cognitive psychology, wherein the curiosity drive is studied and is loosely

defined as ‘an intrinsic drive to learn as much as possible’,
and neuroscience, wherein recent advances have shed new
light onto the mechanisms of decision-making, action selection
and rewards [15,16].
On the other hand, artificial intelligence and machine
learning, inspired by the biological reward system in the
brain, have generated complex and detailed algorithms for
action selection, one of which is reinforcement learning (RL).
In this scheme, an agent’s goal is to maximize its future accumulated rewards, which are supplied by the environment.
The agent learns a policy, i.e. a mapping between the state
and its actions, that achieves this goal. In other words, the
agent behaves in the environment and explores different policies while obtaining rewards, thus learning which policies
generate the highest future accumulated rewards. Many RL
algorithms have been developed; the most recent revolve
around deep learning, wherein deep neural networks are
used to learn the mapping between extremely complex states,
e.g. images and actions [17].
Artificial curiosity is a specific extension of RL, wherein the
rewards are supplied internally, hence the connection to ‘intrinsic motivation’. The goal of a curious agent is still to maximize
its future accumulated rewards, but in this constellation, the
rewards are internally derived from a separate learning process.
A succinct representation of this is the Curiosity Loop, which is
composed of a Learner and an RL module ([18,19], figure 1,
left). The Learner attempts to learn some form of sensorimotor
correlation, e.g. internal models, which are influenced by the
actions selected by the agent. The intrinsic rewards are thus
proportional to the learning progress of the Learner, i.e. the
more the Learner learns to approximate the appropriate correlations, the higher the rewards. The RL component receives
these intrinsic rewards and changes the policy, based on the
RL algorithm. The agent ‘learns (RL) how to behave (policy)
in order to learn (Learner)’, hence the Curiosity Loop. The
end result of the Curiosity Loop is the convergent policy,
which is the emergent behaviour from the curiosity drive.
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3. Non-social environments
What can a curious robot learn if it is embedded in a non-social
environment, i.e. it is alone with no other agents around? The
simple answer is ‘sensorimotor correlations’, yet a more
detailed account reveals much more complex aspects of this
simple inquiry. Below, we follow the developmental path of
two examples, namely, a humanoid robot with a sophisticated
cognitive architecture [11] and a simple robot that starts from
scratch and hierarchically learns new correlations, resulting
in new emergent behaviours [10,12] (figure 1).

(a) Internal models and change detection
First-order sensorimotor correlations are located in the first and
lowest level of the hierarchy. These are known as ‘internal
models’ and are the correlations between sensors and their
related motors, i.e. how motor movements affect the sensory
input [23]. In these low-level correlations, the agent learns, for
example, that being in a certain arm angle and directing the
motor to move with a specific force results in a new arm angle.
However, a multi-modal account of an embodied agent
results in non-trivial correlations, namely, change-detection.
For example, the correlation between a camera input and a
motor that moves the camera results in learning ‘motion detection’, based on the statistical observation that in a non-social
environment when the camera moves, most pixels change,
while when it does not move, most pixels do not change.
While internal models have been addressed in the machine
learning community for several decades [24], in state-of-the-art
robotics, such as in [11], control of the motor units is extremely

(b) Self-recognition
Once the agent learns to detect motion, it has another channel
of information, i.e. it can now learn the second-order correlations. The agent can now learn the correlation between its
visual input, its own-generated motion and motion-detection,
representing the statistical observation that ‘if I move my arm,
and something moves in my visual field, that something is
me’ [11,12]. In other words, the robot autonomously learns
to visually recognize itself.
In [11], a real humanoid robot was used for the experiment of
actively learning self-recognition. A pre-programmed motion
detection was used in combination with a visual clustering
algorithm. Thus, visual blobs that moved concurrently to the
arm’s motion were learned to be categorized as body-parts,
constituting the second-order sensorimotor correlations.
In [12], the learned lower-level internal models were used
as new channels of information for another exhaustive search
of correlations, using new neural networks with a pruning
algorithm. This repetition of ‘sprouting’ of new networks followed by ‘pruning’ of uncorrelated channels was inspired by
exuberance in the brain [25], in which new synapses emerge,
later to be pruned by disuse.
In the second level of the hierarchy, the surviving neural
networks learned the correlation between the motor
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Embodiment refers to the actual physical body an agent has and
the influence it has on other ‘cognitive’ processes. In the artificial
curiosity context, the embodiment refers to the sensors, motors
and their arrangement within the physical agent. Thus, a mobile
robot with a camera will learn different sensorimotor correlations from a robotic arm with force-sensors, resulting in
totally different curiosity-driven emergent behaviours.
For example, in [20], the authors used the curiosity
algorithm with a simulation of the entire sound-generation
track of the human body. This coupling resulted in the emergent sequence of sound generation, similar to that found in
human babies. A similar algorithm was used in [21] in an
elongated simple robotic platform and resulted in an emergent
proximal-to-distal sequence of behaviours. Employing the artificial curiosity algorithm on a robotic finger with force sensors
has resulted in the emergence of different tapping behaviours,
which optimally discerned the touched surface texture [22].
Using the Curiosity Loop, Gordon et al. [14,19] showed that
simulated curious rodents learned how to explore their physical environments on several spatial and temporal scales,
resulting in exploration motor primitives that resemble their
biological counterparts.
The aforementioned examples show the importance of the
embodiment and the surrounding environment for the emergence of curiosity-driven behaviours. They emphasize that a
single computational model, namely, artificial curiosity, can
describe the emergence of a plethora of behaviours, given the
specifics of the agent. We next explore in detail a developmental
path that starts from pure low-level sensorimotor correlations
and ends with social behaviours, depending on its environment.

precise, not requiring learning of internal models. Instead,
based on the robot geometry and calibrations, one can preprogram the motor forward and inverse models. Moreover,
visual change detection is also pre-programmed in a rather
straightforward computation of consecutive images’ subtraction.
However, in an attempt to establish a true tabula rasa,
Gordon [12] has introduced an exhaustive search of all possible
sensorimotor correlations of a simple robot (figure 1e). This
was done by constructing a neural network for each of the
possible 2-to-1 sensorimotor correlations. In order to avoid
exponential growth in the number of neural networks, and
inspired by the nervous system, a pruning algorithm was
used, which removed neurons that did not contribute to the
learning process. Effectively, the pruning algorithm resulted
in the automatic removal of networks that were trained with
uncorrelated data, e.g. movements of one motor’s correlation
to the other motor’s angles, since none of their neurons could
contribute to the unlearnable training set. Hence, at the end
of the learning process, only networks that successfully learned
the 2-to-1 correlation between different channels of information
from the robot, survived. The surviving networks included all
internal models, i.e. forward, inverse and postdiction. Furthermore, the robot’s learning has produced a neural network that
learned to compute visual change detection, i.e. it received two
consecutive images as input and its output was their absolute
difference (figure 1c). In contrast to Saegusa et al. [11], this
computation was learned, not pre-programmed.
Moreover, employing the Curiosity Loop on these lowlevel Learners resulted in the emergence of specific policies
[10]. These policies received as intrinsic reward the neural networks’ prediction error. Each learned low-level internal model
has resulted in a different optimal policy that maximized its
learning, e.g. moving the camera followed by not-moving it
was the emergent optimal exploration behaviour for motion
detection, since it resulted in alternating change and constancy
in the visual field. This emergent behaviour is reminiscent of
saccades of eye movements.
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(b) Embodiment
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Our curious non-social robot has discovered its own body
and can use this information to learn to map the visual
field (visual self-recognition) to its proprioception field (arm
angles). These are the third-order sensorimotor correlations.
In [11], using active exploration of the humanoid robot’s arm
unit, the robot learned the arm–vision coordinate transformation. By exploring the arm’s movements and position, the
robot learned the proprioception correlation of its own arm and
the visual coordination, as learned by the lower-level correlation
of self-recognition. This arm–vision coordinate transformation
enables the robot to reach for a visual position, i.e. move the
arm so that it co-occupies the target in the visual field.
In [12], the second-order learned correlations were used
as a new channel of information for the third level of the hierarchy, resulting again in an exhaustive search followed by
pruning. In this level, the surviving neural networks learned
to compute arm– vision coordinate transformation, by correlating the arm’s proprioception coordinates with the now
visually recognized arm within the visual field.
Obtaining these multi-modal mappings enabled the robot
to perform reaching for a moving object. This was done by
detecting the moving object by the self-learned motion detection, mapping the visual coordinates of the object to the
proprioceptive field of the robot and then using its internal
models to move its arm towards the moving object.

(a) Faces as sources of information
Since we are interested in infant-like behaviour, it is important to consider the ‘natural’ visual environment of infants.
It has been recently shown that the visual environment of
infants is dominated by faces and then moves to hands,
especially with objects [30,31]. This may hint to the special
place faces hold in the social environment.
In order to explore this notion, Barkan & Gordon [13] used
a sitcom (The Big Bang Theory) as a database of visual social
environments, approximating a social visual scene. To overcome challenges of a moving camera, only shots in which
the camera was still were taken into consideration. Within
these shots, and based on the previous results, wherein an
agent can learn to detect motion within a scene, changes
were computed by subtracting consecutive frames. Using
known face-detector algorithms [32], the hypothesis that
faces dominate the information channel within a social scene
was verified. In other words, visual areas that include faces
incur significantly greater amounts of motion compared with
the rest of a visual scene (figure 2a).

(d) Summary
To conclude this developmental path, two examples of
approaches to developmental learning of non-social behaviour
were presented. The complex cognitive architecture enables
impressive developmental milestones in a state-of-the-art
humanoid robot. By contrast, the simple non-social embodiment of the curiosity algorithm resulted in complex mapping
as well as the emergence of infant-like sequences of exploration behaviours, using a bottom-up approach and an artificial
‘exuberance’ algorithm, which introduces new neural
networks and then prunes those that cannot learn.
There are further steps along the non-social pathway, such
as object detection and manipulation [26,27]. We next consider
the same paradigm, but within a social environment context.

4. Social environments
What can a robot learn when it is embedded within a social
environment? Moreover, what can a curious robot do to
extract more information out of this social environment?

(b) Face detection and tracking
If faces are the sources of social information, then curious
agents should direct their attention towards faces [33].
Barkan & Gordon [13] introduced a novel Deep Curiosity
Loop architecture, wherein the Learner attempted to learn
the forward model of the visual scene, i.e. predict the next
frame based on the current frame and the ‘localized’ actions;
and the RL component was composed of concatenation of
nine layers of convolutional neural networks, also known as
a deep Q-network (DQN) [34], which has been shown to
have similar traits to the visual cortex [35]. This network
received an image as input and produced a predicted value
map as its output. More importantly, the DQN received the
Learner’s prediction error as intrinsic reward. This architecture,
combined with the realization that faces incur more motion
than non-faces, resulted in intrinsic reward for faces’ movement, since they were the unpredictable changes. In turn, the
DQN learned to associate faces with high value and to direct
the ‘virtual gaze’ (or actions) towards faces (figure 2b).
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(c) Reaching

First, let us consider ‘social environments’. Here, a nonverbal developmental path is followed, i.e. the agents are
restricted to the visual modality. In this context, social environments consist of other agents engaged in social activities, which
can be directed either at the agent or at other agents. Purely
social environments are the focus, namely, people interacting
and conversing in social places, e.g. apartments, restaurants, etc.
While there have been tremendous advancements in
machine learning in this domain, e.g. detection of facial
expression [28], social action detection [29], all have relied on
supervised learning and labelled examples. By contrast,
the bottom-up approach considered in this contribution presents us with computational restrictions, i.e. the agent must
not be pre-programmed with any type of pattern recognition
system, such as face detection, and does not have access to
labelled data. Hence, the curious agent starts as a tabula rasa,
with no prior information but the Curiosity Loop. Such a
robot can only learn from informational sources in the environment (Learner) and can only try to influence the social agents
(Policy) in order to supply it with more information.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

command to the arm, motion in the visual field and the
actual visual input. This resulted in a neural network that
received an image as an input and outputed a binary
output of one for the arm and zero otherwise (figure 1d).
Moreover, the Curiosity Loop for the visual self-recognition
Learner [10] converged to a unique behavioural pattern,
encoded by the RL part of the Curiosity Loop. The emergent
behaviour was one wherein the robot followed its own
moving hand. This behaviour ensured a steady stream of informative data from the camera, as well as the arm’s motor
commands. This behaviour is reminiscent of infants’ developmental stage of discovering their own body and revelling, i.e.
getting high reward, in their own control of it.
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Figure 2. An embodied curious robot in social environments. (a,b) Face detection and tracking [13]. (a) The mean squared difference between two successive frames
within a face region and outside of it. Cutoff at 0.05. A face region is detected using OpenCV frontal Viola-Jones face detector with 1.1 enlargement rate and with at
least 6 neighbours. Performed on the first 6000 shots, only for frames where a face was detected. (b) An example image with the resultant face-detection bounding
boxes and the agent’s policy, depicted as arrows, shifting the focus towards the face. (c – e) Facial expression for attention [14]. (c) The embodied curious robot,
Dragonbot, in the social environment. (d ) Attention change as a function of time after each behaviour execution, measured as the difference in reward from the
onset of the behaviour. (e) Policy-learning dynamics, measured as the action value of each action as a function of time. Dotted lines denote actions that ended with
action value below zero for visualization purposes.
In essence, the Deep Curiosity Loop presented in [13]
shows one possible developmental path, wherein a curious
agent can learn to detect faces solely owing to their informative
nature and intrinsic motivation that leads to valuing such information. This shows that being a curious agent embedded in a
social environment results in the emergence of social prerequisites, such as face detection and tracking. What could a socially
curious robot do if it could influence the social scenario?

(c) Facial expressions for attention
Inspired by the evidence that faces are sources of information
and the emergence of face detection from the curiosity algorithm, Gordon & Breazeal [18] turned to ‘socially-active’
behaviours. The embodied curious agent employed was a
DragonBot, which is a very expressive social robotic platform
that has a large repertoire of possible facial expressions and
actions, such as happy, sad, yawn, thinking, nodding, etc. [36].
It was augmented with an external camera as its sensor (figure
2c). Since curiosity entails maximizing information, the curious
robot should act to receive as much information as it can. Since
faces are sources of information, the robot should thus behave
to have as many faces interacting with it for the longest period
of time. In this constellation, this amounts to ‘which facial
expression will grab the most attention from people?’

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

mean squared difference
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The Dragonbot was controlled by a stateless reinforcementlearning algorithm, whose action-space was composed of its
facial expressions and it received rewards based on the
number of faces detected within the field of vision of its
camera. The Dragonbot was deployed in an extremely
crowded scenario, during the World Science Festival (WSF)
in New York on 1 June 2014.
Examining the raw data revealed a known truth about
human empathy, namely, that the ‘sad’ face made people
stay near the robot the longest, compared with the other
facial expressions (figure 2d). The curiosity algorithm
picked up on this human facet after only 2 h of learning
and was ‘crying’, i.e. presented the crying facial expression,
more than all the other facial expressions (figure 2e).

5. Discussion
The developmental paths presented in this contribution
showed the importance of embodied curiosity. When
embedded in non-social environments, the curious robot
learned about itself, i.e. its own body and sensorimotor correlations and also started to explore moving objects via
reaching. By contrast, embedding within a social environment
resulted in a robot that learned much more complex and intricate social behaviours, e.g. crying to get attention. The same

In this contribution, we have completely ignored verbal
communication, which is a major source of social interaction.
While artificial curiosity has started to be implemented in
the field of verbal communication [20], there is still much to
be explored. For example, the emergence of the first spoken
words is still a mystery [38]. Is socially embodied curiosity
its sole source?
Higher-level verbal curiosity, e.g. asking questions, is
another important research venue that holds great promise
in the field of education [39]. Is the order of questions
asked by children dictated by the Curiosity Loop paradigm
or are there other underlying mechanisms?
While curious social robots have been shown to be able to
promote curiosity [40] and growth-mindset in children [41],
insights into the emergence of verbal curious behaviour are
still lacking.

(c) Neuroscience
We have focused in this contribution on computational
models and robotic implementation. However, major advances
have been made on the underlying neuronal mechanisms of
curiosity [16,44].
Areas that were associated with curiosity, during an
anticipatory period of receiving desired information, were
the left caudate nucleus, bilateral inferior frontal gyrus
(IFG) and loci in the putamen and globus pallidus [44]. Midbrain dopaminergic (DA) cells and cells in the orbitofrontal
cortex (OFC), a pre-frontal area that receives DA innervation,
were shown to encode the anticipation of obtaining reliable
information from visual cues in non-human primates [45,46].
These studies suggest that the dopaminergic circuits,
which have been implicated as part of the reward system
and have been linked to reinforcement learning [47], are
also involved in the curiosity network. However, a full
account of the Curiosity Loop is yet to be examined, wherein
the relationship between the actual learning process, the
reward and the change in behaviour is linked. Furthermore,
studies into the developmental aspects of curiosity are still
missing in order to test the relevance of the proposed
hierarchical Curiosity Loops architecture.

(b) Multi-modal learning

6. Conclusion

We have explored visual developmental paths, yet multimodal curiosity is an extremely important aspect of embodied curiosity. Visual –auditory correlation is a major path
to social interaction and communication [42]. While they
share important aspects with the aforementioned verbal component, non-verbal auditory perception and generation, e.g.
vocal social cues, are also of great importance in social interaction [43]. How are they learned? Do they emerge as part of
an information-rewarding system?
The tactile domain is another crucial developmental path
in infants, and while it has been explored previously within

Curious robots hold great promise for a better understanding of human development. The bottom-up constructivist
approach presented here shows that embodied curiosity in
social environments may account for the emergence of
social behaviours. Whether and how much other major factors influence it, e.g. genetics and predisposition, remain to
be seen.
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